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Getting Started: 

(RL/RI2) Determine a Theme 
Flip through the entire magazine from front to back cover.  Read the title to each story and look at the illustrations.  Do 

you see a common theme? Why do you think this theme might have been chosen for the July /August issue? 
 

 
Spider’s Mailbox: 

(W4, W5) Writing and Editing 

Write a letter to Spider.  Exchange this letter with one classmate.  Proofread each other’s letter and then rewrite them 
making the needed corrections.  When your letter is perfect, mail it to Spider:  

Spider’s Mailbox 
P.O. Box 300 

Peru, IL 61354 

 
 

Doodlebug & Dandelion: 
Re-read last month’s Doodlebug & Dandelion to refresh your memory on part one of this story.   

 
(L4) Define the following words: gadgets, brochure, promptly, fiercely, careened 

 

(W2) Imagine if you were a spy and discovered something fishy your next-door neighbor was doing. Tell the story.  Use a 
clear opening sentence, at least five strong details, and a closing sentence.  

 
 

Secret Message Skytales: 

Internet Connection:  Visit the following link for a video on ciphers:  (approx. 3 minutes) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMOZf4GN3oc  

 
Break into small groups and create your own cipher. Use the internet to help you discover new and different ideas for 

your cipher.  Then challenge your classmates to figure out what method you are using and to break your code.  
 

(RL/RI1) Answer the following questions: 

1. Why didn’t the solider email or call other soldiers to give them orders? 
2. How did a skytale help decipher messages? 

3. What were skytales normally made from? 
 

Create your own skytale cipher by following the instructions on page 10.  

 
 

Danger at Scituate Lighthouse: 
Internet Connection: Follow the link to see Scituate Lighthouse.  (approx. 2.5 minutes) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPZMwXZIeoI  

 
(RL/RI1)  Answer the following questions: 

1. Who is the main character of the story? 
2. When do you think the story takes place?  Modern time?  Past or future time?  Why? 

3. What was the name of the ship they saw through the telescope? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMOZf4GN3oc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NPZMwXZIeoI


4. Song did they play? 

5. Where had the ship come from? 
 

 
Fourth of July Funnies: 

(SL1) It’s time for some fun.  Write your own joke and then perform it in front of the class. 

 
 

The Elusive Moose of Yellowstone: 
(W1)  Think about a vacation you’ve taken with your family, or would like to take. Now write about it in the style of a 

journal or diary.  Write at least two days’ worth of entries. 
 

(Rl/RI1) Answer the following questions: 

1. What is Old Faithful? 
2. How often does Old Faithful erupt? 

3. Describe a moose footprint. 
4. How much can a bison weigh? 

5. Who killed 50 million bison in the 1800’s? 

6. How many states does Yellowstone National Park cover? 
 

Compare and Contrast: The author explains why Dragon’s Mouth Spring is like a real dragon’s mouth.  Compare and 
contrast these two items. 

 
 

The Little Fly and the Giant Moose: 

(L4) Define the following words: delicious, bellowed, immediately, furious, and rapids 
 

Art Connection:  Handprint Fish 
 

You will need: paint, paper 

 
Directions: Dip child’s hand in paint and place 2-3 handprints on the paper. When the paint dries, children can draw in a 

mouth and eye on each of their fish. They can also color the river scene behind their fish. See a sample at: 
http://she777.com/paper-sculpture-for-kids/3/paper-crafts-for-children-hand-print-fish-art/ 

 

 
Summer Sunset Song: 

Writing a poem: Write a poem about your favorite season of the year.  Use as many adjectives as possible.  Every other 
sentence should end in a rhyming word.  

 
 

Odin’s Firefly Goodbye: 

(RL/RI1) Answer the following questions: 
1. Why was Odin sad? 

2. Which room in the house excited Odin the most and why? 
3. What did Odin catch when he opened the window? 

4. Was Odin worried about getting into trouble? 

 
(L4) Define the following: abandoning, smudge, ancient, predator, luminous  

http://she777.com/paper-sculpture-for-kids/3/paper-crafts-for-children-hand-print-fish-art/

